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Dharmavir returns to the city after returning from exile, with his cousin Veer by his side. They are welcomed back to the
city, but there is great conflict, as the citizens fear for their well-being and want the exiled politician - Veer's grandfather -
back on the throne. Due to the rise of Neel, Veer's parents and other heirs leave for India. With support from his parents
and friends, Veer plots to regain power for his family. But they are not content with the lesser kingdoms left behind, and
they convince Dharmavir to overthrow the Emperor. Though he does not agree with it, Dharmavir attempts to rule as an
emperor himself. He also tries to have a normal life with Veer and his mother, but he eventually is forced to return to his
position as emperor due to his inability to do so. Dharmavir's cousin Veer must prove his loyalty to his political family to
save the kingdom from war with Simrat's. Dharmavir's mother whom he loves dearly dies. Dharmavir becomes emperor

under the political turmoil. Dharmavir's cousin Veer promises him that he will help in the kingdom's kingdom but before he
does that he will make sure that he makes Dharam happy. Veer meets with a lot of problems as he wants to marry Kajal.
Then it comes to a very crucial point when Dharam saves Veer from falling off a cliff and Veer acknowledges him. Dharam
and Veer have a very strong relation and bond with each other as well as the rest of the family.Dharmavir assumes power
after overthrowing his uncle Simrat and he is forced to leave his place of birth, a kingdom in the North, and return to his

ancestral kingdom. He has no family and no ties. But the kind government of the South quickly takes him into their family.
At the same time his blood relationships are also rising. The government of the South wants Dharmavir to rule them and

they make sure that Dharmavir understands that his duty is his own kingdom. Kajal's happiness is appreciated by
everyone, especially by Veer, but they are not able to have their way. Finally, he takes action and reaches them first.
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